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Bob Fever has swept the globe, with A Street Cat Named Bob vaulting its way to #7 on The New

York Times bestseller list in its first week on sale. With rights sold to 27 countries around the globe

and a top spot on the British bestseller list for more than a year, this book has been a smashing

success around the world. Now, James Bowen and Bob are back in The World According to

Bobâ€•a touching and true sequel about one man and the cat that changed his life. As James

struggles to adjust to his transformation from street musician to international celebrity, Bob is at his

side, providing moments of intelligence, bravery, and humor and opening his human friend's eyes to

important truths about friendship, loyalty, trust - and the meaning of happiness. In the continuing tale

of their life together, James shows the many ways in which Bob has been his protector and

guardian angel through times of illness, hardship, even life-threatening danger. As they high-five

together for their crowds of admirers, James knows that the tricks he's taught Bob are nothing

compared to the lessons he's learnt from his street-wise cat. Readers who fell in love with Dewey

and Marley, as well as the many fans who read A Street Cat Named Bob, will be eager to read the

next chapters in the life of James and Bob.
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I read the first one, a street cat named bob a couple of years ago. i quickly starting following James

on Facebook and was excited to learn there would be a second book. i pre-ordered it as soon as it

was available and waited until its release date. it was well worth the wait. it made me laugh it made

me cry, and it left me wanting more. anyone who is a cat lover...not a animal lover will love this

book. not only that it continues to show the power of an animal to help heal a human soul.



This is the continuing story of my favorite cat and his owner. I first met Bob in the book A Streetcat

named Bob and was touched how the 2 street souls saved each other. I couldn't wait for a sequel.

Here it is.The tale this time more of the interaction of Bob and James. How extraordinary Bob is and

how jealous and cruel people still can be even when you are trying your best to be your best. A

good read and I hope again for more on Bob and James. I am a big fan of Bob!!!

I've just finished this sequel to Mr. Bowen's first book on Bob and find it every bit as moving as the

first one. I've even bought a copy of the children's version and will read that next. I've never been a

fan of Facebook, but am considering joining just to find out what James and Bob do next. Also to

see whether there'll be another book! I think it's great they helped raise 5,000 pounds for the animal

charity!

I completely fell in love with these two awesome guys James&Bob! The second book is great as the

previous one! And I really hope there will be one/two/three more:)

I have just finished reading my second Bob Book - James please write a 3rd. Cannot get enough of

his adventures. I certainly hope this will be made into a Film - what a story of love, hope, life and in

the end happiness.

The World According to Bob is the second book about James Bowen's life with the very special cat

Bob. It is funny, touching and just a really good read. I am off to buy the related children's book, and

may need to get hard copies of both books in addition to the e book versions.If I ever encounter a

signing, here or in the UK, I will certainly go and stand in line.I hope to see many more books for

many more years.

Another fantastic book from James and Bob. A real life adventure. Well written and thought

provoking. Take the time to read this heartwarming true story!

I first heard of this via the news and then purchased the 1st book "A Street Cat Named Bob" and

loved it, and then read "Bob, no ordinary cat" and now this one and all 3 are the best, very

inspirational. I hope he writes many more
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